Assessing the impact of tissue devitalization time on genome-wide gene expression analysis in ovarian tumor samples.
The utilization of genome-wide gene expression microarray technology in tumor stratification has proven a powerful tool to identify gene expression signatures associated with cancer prognosis and is currently under evaluation in clinical laboratories. Standardized protocols, including tumor tissue postoperatively handling guidelines are yet to be defined. We aimed at assessing a systematic effect of devitalization in ovarian tumors' gene expression profiling, using high-density oligonucleotide microarrays, under a standardized protocol following strict quality control criteria. Residual tissue from the surgical pathology specimen was divided into 5 samples. Half of each was immediately snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. The remaining halves were kept at room temperature for 0, 15, 30, 60, and 120 minutes, at which time the tissue was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80 degrees C until RNA extraction. The entire process from RNA extraction through feature intensity distribution was rigorously monitored for quality. Identification of altered gene expression among each pair of snap frozen and devitalized samples per ovarian tumor specimen was assessed by using the Significance score (S-score) method. We identified only 4 probe sets that seemed to correlate with devitalization time in one of the ovarian tumor specimens, suggesting that they are not likely to have an impact on gene expression profiling tumor stratification. Our study suggests that with proper sample handling and rigorous quality control procedures for RNA extraction and microarray analysis, tumor classification based on global gene expression data will not be adversely affected if devitalization times are kept within a 120-minute window.